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About This Game

Introducing the Master Levels for DOOM II. Twenty never-before-seen levels all with the same acid drenched, hell spawned
horror of the originals. Each was created by independent designers and supervised by the demented minds of id Software. You

might as well forget about seeing the light of day ever again.
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Brutal Doom FTW.. Master Levels for Doom II is a pack of fan-made levels handpicked by id Software and put together for
sale as an official product. As the name would suggest, these levels are intended for those who are already familiar with Doom
II. I’ve also already reviewed Doom II and its predecessor so if you want more information on those basics then go check those
out. If you’re still here, let’s talk about this one, shall we? Note that this is based on the Steam version of the game which runs
through the program DOSBox. And additional thing to note is that I played the game with a controller using an extrernal
program to map key presses to button presses. This means I can’t speak much for the control beyond how responsive it is to key
presses rather than the layout and whatnot. Alright, let’s hit it!

So this pack contains 20 levels made by the community that you select from what I can only assume is the original menu you’d
see in the DOS game. It’s in alphabetical order and levels must be played one at a time as completely separate affairs. These
levels all pretty much play like your typical level of Doom II. You run around finding weapons, shooting demons, collecting
keys, and looking for secrets. The difference is that these levels are a bit more difficult. Some of it is in enemy placement.
Some of it is in enemy numbers. And some of it lies in the secrets you might just NEED to make it out alive. It has some tricks
and traps thrown in as well to force players into more hectic situations. Sometimes you’ll be locked into arenas with groups of
enemies. Other times the enemies will be teleporting around the room with invisible warp points that constantly change their
position. There’s even some architecture you may not have thought possible in Doom II. It’s designed to challenge those who
have played Doom II to the point of near-boredom.

This pack definitely delivers on that. It is pretty tough, but still balanced for the different difficulty levels. So even if you’ve
only mastered a certain level of difficulty in Doom II, you can jump into Master Levels for Doom II on that same difficulty and
feel like the difficulty curves yet doesn’t spike. I very much appreciated this as a wimp that always plays on the easiest setting. I
also really liked the way the game surprised me with it’s tricks and traps. I didn’t really know some of these things were possible
so being assaulted out of nowhere with them certainly kept me on my toes and learning new ways of surviving. Also, one of the
levels here has this elevator in the middle with a bunch of different floors to explore. The engine can’t do rooms over rooms but
it still managed to make the level feel very vertical and large despite the limitations. It was pretty cool. And hell, it plays like
Doom II! What’s not to like?

I’ll tell you what. The presentation. The Steam version of this game has had no improvements made to it. There’s not some nice
menu to launch the levels or even to play them in the format of one big episode. There’s no controller support or modern
resolution options or anything. It’s just the game and a version of DOSBox… which doesn’t even work. Maybe that’s not the
case for everyone, and it’s an easy enough fix, but for me to have to do and delete this version of DOSBox and then replace it
with a functioning version in the file folders is definitely not the kind of thing the user should be expected to do in a Doom
game. It’s a franchise as big as Doom and somehow this isn’t fixed by now? Really? I also believe one of the levels I loaded was
a repeat later on with a different name. So either that’s some kind of glitch here on my end or this pack just has some explaining
to do.

So I would definitely recommend this pack. It’s great if you like Doom and Doom II and want more of that action with new
levels. It’s only available in the Doom Classic Complete package which includes the first two games and Final Doom. On the
one hand, it makes sense because there’s maybe not enough in this pack to sell it on its own merits. It’s more likely to get people
to splurge for the bigger pack, which I think is still a bargain if you like Doom. That’s kind of the problem with it, though. If
you already have Doom, Doom II, and/or Final Doom then you’ll be buying them over again just to get this. It’s not worth 15
bucks on its own, but if you don’t own one of the other games in the bundle then I think it’d still be worth your while. The other
problem with it is that, if you’re NOT already a Doom fan then it might feel like an extra gamble for you to buy this whole pack.
So it’s frustrating, but it CAN be worth it in this context if your circumstances are just right. The pack itself is solid. It’s maybe
not the best thing to happen to Doom, but it’s hard not to recommend more Doom action to those that want it. Speaking of this
pack, I’ve never actually played Final Doom either… yet.
https://youtu.be/NXf5sa98gjA. What kind of WAD collection doesn't have Mock2?

0/10 utter♥♥♥♥♥. Disclaimer I played this game as a wad and through GZDOOM and wouldn't recommend playing this
Vanilla its default version is unappealing and pretty lazy

The Master levels for DOOM II is an ok expansion pack with some good levels and some really bad parts
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Pros
Some of the levels are petty good my favorite would probably be Black Tower or the one with 4 Icons of Sin
The ending is pretty Metal for a screen of text

Cons
Some of the levels use BS mandatory secret logic like this one that has an invisible ledge that leads to a Megasphere and behind
that is a wall that opens up for the yellow key

Overall this expansion pack is mostly good so I'd recommend it
. i recommend this game it's a HELL of a time. Some fun wads for the other best FPS ever made.. Doom is one of if not THE
most legendary games in existance. Flat out. It's got a thriving mod scene and community even today, and that's impressive as
hell for a game that's two decades old.
Doom never had much in the way of official expansions other than Master Levels.
Now, the red thumb may engrage you but allow me to explain.

Doom kick's♥♥♥♥♥
These levels? suck♥♥♥♥♥

There are no new enemies, or weapons or anything of the sort - just a set of new levels for Doom 2. No more. No less. Some of
the maps have a loose narrative surronding them, and these are the stand outs given that the authors put a lot more time into
them given that a fan level (or set of fan levels) has any story at all. The Dr. Sleep levels are the best of the whole pack, with
Titan Manor and Titan being good editions to that. Paradox reminds me of a Doom 2 Earth level and is designed very much in
the same style - not just aesthetics. Attack and Caynon feel like Final Doom and Doom 2 leftovers and are just too bland and
unintersting to comment on much further.
That's literally all the pack has going for it. 8 out of the 21 maps I'd consider playing at all, and the rest are downright
amatuerish. These are loaded with monsters, keys are hidden INSIDE secrets and the design is stuck on a rollercoaster. One
minute you're getting hounded by Arch-Viles in a tiny hallway the next you're running across a barren field doing nothing other
than waiting for slow elevators and punching the air.

Master Levels is amaturerish, gimmicky and most importantly just flat out badly designed for the most part. The real stand-outs
do deserve praise, and are worth playing on their own.
Not to mention it uses an ancient old frontend in DOSBox - and getting it to work with a modern source port like gzDoom is
needlessly annoying.
For the most part, that's how I'd rate Master Levels. Needlessly annoying.. An awesome game that reminds me of wolfenstein
3D. With many awesome weapons, enemies, and secrets it is a blast from the past! This is when gaming was simple :D. Actually
there is a way to play this game with ZDoom it just needs a lot of work beforehand.
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More of the same.. I pretty recommend the game for those who would remember old-school FPS classics, but I am not close to
suggesting the product being sold in Steam as much as that. The product being sold in Steam should be something like Doom95
or the adapted ones within Doom 3 BFG, not the MS-DOS version that you are able to play through DOSBox on today's modern
computers on which Windows 7/8/8.1/10 runs. This case moves the game away from smoothly playable conditions. Also, a
product like Doom95 would have served the feature of setting an external WAD file in an easier way. My review about this
product is also true for the other earliest Doom games that can be found under the package called Doom Classic Complete.

Anyway, let me repeat the introduction of my comment: I do recommend the game.. I would love the option to have "classic
controls". additional levels for Doom 2.. I CANT EVEN DOOM HARD ENOUGH ANYMORE
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